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Labman One Launched; Provides Laboratory Management
Services to Improve Operation, Efficiency
Auburn, Massachusetts, USA – Labman One, LLC opened its doors effective January 1,
2008, a contract service company dedicated to improving the efficiency and productivity
of high-tech laboratories.
Founder and owner James Loach, in
making the announcement, describes
Labman One’s purpose: “For many small
companies in high tech, Laboratory
Management is a collateral duty for an
engineer or manager. When the workload
of primary and collateral duties consumes
too much bandwidth, something has to
give. Labman One was created to fill this
need, to pick up the slack. Our service
promises to manage debug and repair
services, increase productivity, improve
efficiency, and get the entire lab operation

Labman One Rework Station at
Avici Systems, Inc.

organized!”
By taking advantages of the benefits of timesharing, Loach says, customers can have an
experienced, professional Lab Manager in-house in their own facility for only the amount
of time that the company requires, allowing their engineers and engineering managers to
focus on what they do best. Flexible service plans range from total lab management to
just a few hours of repair service, or just someone to perform preventive maintenance
each week.

Recently, Labman One was chosen by Avici Systems to provide laboratory management
services. Avici Systems is a leading provider of purpose-built carrier-class routing
solutions for the Internet. Working in partnership with Lightspeed Manufacturing, an EMS
provider in Methuen, Mass., Labman One and Lightspeed jointly provide depot repair
services and manage Avici’s maintenance program for its routers.
Labman One, LLC is owned and operated by Mr. James Loach. Jim brings over 15
years of experience in managing instrumentation, manufacturing and hardware
engineering labs. After serving 9 years in the US Navy submarine service as a chief
reactor operator, he managed an instrumentation shop for an air separation facility
consisting of over 300 pieces of metering and test equipment. Jim holds Bachelor of
Science degrees in Sociology from Excelsior College and Electronic Engineering
Technology from UMASS Lowell.
About Labman One, LLC
Labman One, LLC, headquartered in Auburn, MA is a provider of Electronic Laboratory
services for the High Tech Industry. Services include component level debug and test of
electronic assemblies, calibration and preventive maintenance program management,
laboratory organization and asset control, among others. For more information, contact
James Loach and Labman One at 16 Inwood Rd., Auburn, MA 01501 USA, Tel.
978.873.0154; or visit www.labmanone.com.
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